
          

Nerve MKII is a high Gain-Distortion pedal, made especially for aggressive styles. Perfect matched jfet 
stages, gives an unbelievable result, touching the color both of the British & American style high gain amps. Quick 
response and touch sensitive, makes this pedal unique for extreme styles, and also ideal for almost any use. 

It has 2 channels, channel 1 (Green) & channel 2 (Red) sharing a 4 controls standard equalizer. These 2 
channels can be selected by the left sided foot-switch. Channel 1 has a dedicated switch for GAIN1 control to 
select between High and Low Gain settings. Channel 2 has a dedicated fx loop TRS  jack (ins) for external pedals 
connection (Tip=send, Ring= return, Sleeve=ground).

Controls:

 VOL1:  Adjusts the volume of the 1st  channel

 VOL2: Adjusts the volume of the 2nd channel

 GAIN1:  Adjusts the amount of gain for the 1st channel

 GAIN2: Adjusts the amount of gain for the 2nd channel

 HI: Adjusts the high frequencies for both channels 

 LOW: Adjusts the low frequencies for both channels

 MID: Adjusts the middle frequencies for both channels

 PRES: Presence control for both channels

 H-L switch: A dedicated switch for GAIN1. Select between High and Low gain settings
 

Specs:

 Handmade in Athens, Greece

 True Bypass

 2 Channels of silicon Distortion

 Fx loop TRS jack for Channel2

 High and Low gain settings for Channel 1

 1 Heavy Duty Foot-switch for enable / disable the pedal  (right sided)

 1 Heavy Duty Foot-switch for selecting between channels 1 (Green) &  2(Red)  (left sided)

 Power supply : regulated 9-12V DC  (center -)

 Max power consumption : 6mA @ 9V DC

 Heavy duty & light weight aluminum box

 Dimensions : 120mm (Width) x 95mm (Depth) x 34mm (Height).

‘Each Tsakalis AudioWorks product comes with a limited life time warranty’

Contact: info@tsakalisaudioworks.com
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